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Gary S. Franchi JR.

Are you ready to step out into a borderless world? Sounds intriguing, doesn’t it? Think about it deeper for a second; breezing
non-stop through international borders like a secret agent and walking past the long checkout lines with bags of paid groceries, or
banking without ever seeing a teller. This world is yours... or is it? Who is at the helm allowing you to pass? It is the algorithm, the
program, the code, and the faceless bureaucrat that reads your card, your chip, or your face. With a flip of the switch, it can all
be turned off and you’re removed from this fantasy world, no recourse, no explanation, just wading through operators, telephone
prompts and paperwork to figure out what you did to get the switch turned off. This world is here now, look around. Those who
would work to erode national sovereignty and build a borderless world under the digital eye are working harder and more in the
open than they ever had before. They know that time is short. Within these pages you will see their plan unfold and what you can
do to flip the switch on them. Here is Republic Magazine issue 18.
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n March of 2005 three world leaders met in the town of Waco Texas.
They were President George W. Bush, President Vicente Fox of Mexico,
and Prime Minister Paul Martin of Canada. After the meeting they pre-

sented a statement to the world that:
“We, the elected leaders of Canada, Mexico, and the United States, gather in Texas to announce the establishment of the Security and Prosperity
Partnership of North America… Our Partnership will accomplish these
objectives through a trilateral effort to increase the security, prosperity, and
quality of life of our citizens. This work will be based on the principle that
our security and prosperity are mutually dependent and complementary,
and will reflect our shared belief in freedom, economic opportunity, and
strong democratic values and institutions. Also, it will help consolidate our
action into a North American framework to confront security and economic challenges, and promote the full potential of our people, addressing
disparities and increasing opportunities for all.”
On March 13, 2007, President Bush visited Mexico; during a speech, he
said to the Mexican people:
“President Calderon, I appreciate your determination to create new opportunities for the people of Mexico…I respect your views on migration.
Because we’re working together, I believe we will make good progress
on this important issue. Together, we’re working to ensure that we have a
secure and modern border that speeds the legitimate flow of people
and commerce… family values do not stop at the Rio Grande River…
my pledge to you and your government, but, more importantly, the
people of Mexico -- is I will work as hard as I possibly can to pass
comprehensive immigration reform.”
Shortly before the 2006 mid-term elections President Bush passed a bill to
build a stronger border, calling for miles of extensive fencing to be built along
the Mexican border to stem the tide of illegal aliens. Over three years later
the fences have not been built, and it is not likely they ever will be. Why? To
answer this question we must examine the following government programs:
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the Security and
Prosperity Partnership (SPP), and the “North American Union” (NAU).
NAFTA was signed in 1994, touted as a means to facilitate trade among
separate sovereign countries. However, as time passed and details analyzed,
it became clear that rather than a way to promote trade, the agreement
provided the basis for what would follow--an integrated North American
economy and the ground rules by which it would be operated.
Similarly, one of the stated goals for the security portion of the SPP is
to extend the external borders of the United States to include Canada and
Mexico. All three nations would accept universal individual identification
standards to make free and open cross-border travel. The militaries of all
three nations, as well as police systems, would work openly and cohesively to
facilitate information exchange and training.
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For commercial purposes, the SPP would provide for a massive highway
system to link all of Mexico’s industrial and shipping complexes throughout
the United States, Mexico, and Canada. Plans are currently underway to
build several transportation arteries to facilitate this new vision.
The U.S. government has denied any intention to build these so-called “super highways” to link Canada, the U.S., and Mexico. However, on September
28, 2006, the 109th Congress proposed the bill H.R. 487 to stop the NAFTA
Superhighway or allow us to enter a North American Union with Mexico
and Canada. The Governor of Arizona, in an effort to bring jobs and money
to his state created the CANAMEX Task Force and under executive order
2008-08 stated his intent that “Arizona become part of an essential trade
corridor between the United States, Mexico and Canada… CANAMEX was
given ‘high priority designation’ under the National Highway System…”
On March 31st 2006, President Bush published the 2006 SPP progress report. Within the report the following statements were made:
“North American Emergency Management…. We commit to develop
a common approach to critical infrastructure protection, coordinated responses to cross border incidents, and coordinated training and
exercises, with the participation of all levels of government in our
countries.”
From the statement above, the implied tasks (paying close attention to
the scope of “all levels of government”) will require integrated systems
of command and control, communication, targeting, training, logistics, and
infrastructure control on par with what we have in America today, but adding Canada and Mexico’s military, police, and all other government agencies
as well. Remember the statement, “all levels of government.” In order to do
that, all levels of government must be involved and working together.
The next implied requirement is in dealing with dispute resolution. How
do three different countries with varying laws, customs and citizens’ rights
deal with the inevitable disputes? There is already a resolution in place within
NAFTA; it is the SPP’s parent agreement. All three countries have agreed to
abide by arbitration from the UN and world trade organizations. This would
be expanded to encompass all areas of dispute, and the binding results would
override any one individual country’s law. In effect, this would render the
Supreme Court mute and the Constitution void when charges are raised by
another country. This is in direct conflict with judicial authority as outlined in
the Constitution. Can you feel your national identity slipping away?
The Progress Report goes on to state:
“North American Smart, Secure Borders… a border strategy that results in the fast, efficient and secure movement of low-risk trade…and
swift law enforcement responses to threats posed by criminals or terrorists, including advancing a trilateral network for the protection
of judges and officers.”

By Michael LeMieux
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Notice the phrase, “fast, efficient and secure movement.” What needs to
be in place in order to facilitate fast, efficient and secure movement? One
report likened the cross-border movement solution to America’s toll roads-you would need an ID that would meet certain minimum requirements,
something like the “Real ID Act” that was passed back in 2005. This ID would
facilitate the tracking of border crossings (just like the toll readers do on our
highways), only every American would be required to obtain this ID and the
government would then have the means to track everyone’s position as they
traveled about the country.
The second phrase has me a little worried: “swift law enforcement responses.” Logic would dictate that in order to integrate all levels of government, security, policing, and emergency response it would be necessary to
establish some sort of authority throughout the tri-nation area. There would
also need to be a political command structure, parliament/legislature to create policy (law), and enforcement. My question is: how do you maintain individual sovereignty when you have given away the power to make certain
decisions? The European Union started out much like this. It was a free trade
agreement that grew, adding more partners; and then they expanded to further include infrastructure and governance for commerce. Then came the
need to expand the banking and monetary exchanges. Now we have EU delegates with the same representation as other countries.
Countries have lost their individual currencies to the
Euro. Corporate legislation and uniform laws have
superseded the laws of individual countries. All
of this was a result of a free trade agreement

www.republicmagazine.com

much like NAFTA. Can you see where we are going?
Is it any wonder that our government has not secured the southern border? They don’t want it secured; in fact, they plan on opening it even more. It
has been over three years since the border-fence resolution was passed, and
we still have no fence.
The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) claim to have no association with
any government. They say they are an independent “think tank” on global
foreign relations.
The CFR is anything but dissociated. The list of CFR members includes
people at all levels of government, including presidents, cabinet members,
federal and state officials, large business owners, bankers, and heads of
foreign governments. On that list of members is David Rockefeller (former
Chairman), George H.W. Bush, Al Gore, President Bill Clinton, Colin Powell,
many Senators and Representatives, Governors, and people of prominence,
big business and big banking from around the world.
What is really disturbing is to read some of the documents found in the
archives of the CFR. The majority of which, in all fairness, are economic
studies from around the world. The CFR produces an enormous amount of
research and analyses and provide a wealth of knowledge.
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But there is another side to the CFR, one that
is very much un-American, and bent on the destruction of this country as we know it today. The
organization was founded in 1921 with a stated
goal of “advising” members of governments and
coordination through sister organizations to bring
about global change. Which begs the question,
whose global change?
Dr. Carroll Quigley, a CFR member, college
mentor of President Clinton, and author of “Tragedy and Hope,” stated: “The Council on Foreign
Relations is the American branch of a society

which originated in England ... [and] ... believes
national boundaries should be obliterated and
one-world rule established.”
Zbigniew Brzezinski was National Security
Advisor to five presidents. What was not widely
known is that he was also a CFR member and
founding member of the Trilateral Commission.
He stated:
“In the economic-technological field, some
international cooperation has already been
achieved, but further progress will require

greater American sacrifices. More intensive
efforts to shape a new world monetary structure will have to be undertaken, with some
consequent risk to the present relatively favorable American position.” He also stated that:
“The technotronic era involves the gradual
appearance of a more controlled society. Such
a society would be dominated by an elite,
unrestrained by traditional values. Soon it
will be possible to assert almost continuous
surveillance over every citizen and maintain up-to-date complete files containing
even the most personal information about
the citizen. These files will be subject to instantaneous retrieval by the authorities.”
(Emphasis added.)
So what is all this leading up to? Prior to the
implementation of the SPP, the CFR produced a
report entitled, “Building the North American
Community,” which was sponsored by the CFR,
the Canadian Council of Chief Executives and
the Mexican Counsel for International Affairs.
This document is a roadmap to the destruction
of national sovereignty for all three nations in an
attempt to foster regional and, ultimately, global
governance.
The report states the following:
1. That the three nations should cooperate and
share responsibility in areas of law enforcement, energy security, regulatory policy, dispute resolution, and continental defense vice
national defense. (This sounds to me like
country mergers)
2. That the countries should rely more on business and less on bureaucracy. (Exactly what
the bankers would be vying for.)
3. To build an area where there is free movement
of trade, capital and people. (I guess border
security is out the window.)
4. Security boundaries should be around the
continent not around individual nations. (In
order to manage this, see 1 above)
5. They recommend creating a North America
security pass. Not only will we have a national
ID, we will have a continental ID, which has
smart chip technology so we can be tracked
wherever we go. (Getting scared yet?)
6. By 2010 they want to establish a free flow of
people across the interior borders of all three
countries. (On track so far.)
7. They recommend development of a tri-national
threat intelligence center and joint training for
law enforcement officials. (More merger.)
8. They recommend the development of tri-na-
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tional ballistics and explosives registration. (Second Amendment, we
don’t need any Second Amendment.)
9. Military defense structures are to be comprised of all three country’s
militaries. (Have I mentioned country merger.)
10. Combine the intelligence-sharing capabilities at both the military and law
enforcement levels. (Does it sound like they want to build a whole
new nation?)
11. They also want to spread the benefits of economic development. (This
sounds a little like socialism -- entitlement rights for the poor to
narrow the income gap between the three countries.)
12. Pour more money, resources, businesses, infrastructure, judicial reform, and governmental oversight into Mexico to allow them to grow
faster than the U.S. or Canada so they can catch up to us economically. (Implied task slow the American economy to allow Mexico
to catch up.)
13. They want to create investment funds in Canada and the U.S. to funnel more capital into Mexico. (Let’s just throw money at this. The
more we give them, the less we have for us, thus reducing the
income gap.)
14. Combine national resources for all three countries to share. (Hmmm, I
always thought the national resources was for our future generations.)
15. They want to create common tariffs for all three nations and allow all
ports to be used for all of the nations. (This will require modification
of national tax structures, port authorities, Labor Union practices, and security.)
16. Establish a permanent tribunal for dispute resolution. (This is the first
step in creating a judicial system. This tribunal will supersede national law and constitutions.)
17. Establish a continental regulatory approach (vice that old national
stuff.)
18. Open skies and open roads. ( No more borders and check points, we
should all trust each other; we’re a partnership now.)
19. Increase labor mobility. (Sounds like open borders to me.)
20. They also want us to implement a Social Security Totalization Agreement between the U.S. and Mexico. (What? We can’t make SS work
for our own citizens, and they want to add more? It keeps sounding more like socialism.)
21. Next, a full North American education system. (Maybe this will fix our
broken educations system, NOT.)
22. Create organizations and governmental departments to facilitate a vision-to-action framework. (This, my friends, has already started.)
Where does the North American Union come into play? I’m sure most of
the citizens of the United States have not even heard of the North American
Union, although it did get mentioned on CNN once. The North American
Union is the coined phrase that is a natural extension of the NAFTA and SPP
plans. It dovetails the CFR recommendations with the plans that are already
in place.
In a letter dated 4 May, 2005, Secretary of Commerce, Carlos Gutierrez,
stated:
“Organizationally, I am jointly responsible for the economic, or prosperity,
component of the SPP, with my Canadian counterpart, Minister of Industry
David Emerson, and my Mexican counterpart, Secretary of Economy Fernando Canales. Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff, jointly
with his Canadian and Mexican counterparts, is responsible for the security
www.republicmagazine.com
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component. Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice, jointly with her Canadian and Mexican
counterparts, will ensure that the two components are integrated and that the SPP advances
our strong relations with Mexico and Canada.
… I have made the SPP one of my top priorities
and will utilize the talents and expertise of the
people across the Department of Commerce to
ensure the SPP is a success.”
Now remember, the SPP is not a treaty. The
authorization for moving forward with this comes
solely from the President (illegally) without congressional approval. When top cabinet-level
authorities talk about integrating components of
government with other governments to create a
new entity, as described in the SPP, it is by definition a union of the countries involved.
There is a lot of propaganda and disinformation about the North American Union, but one
fact is clear: there are those in Washington D.C.
and within the ranks of Congress who have expressed concern over the North American Union.
I guarantee that if Senators and Representatives
are discussing this topic, the people of this country
are only seeing the tip of the iceberg.
The government has stated that the Security
and Prosperity Partnership is not an agreement or
a treaty, and no document was signed. But if you
visit www.spp.gov, the “official” government web
site for SPP, they state:
“Looking forward, President Bush, Prime Minister Harper and President Fox have identified
emergency management; influenza pandemics, including avian influenza; energy security;
and safe and secure gateways (border security
and facilitation) as key priorities for the SPP.
The Leaders also announced the creation of
North American Competitiveness Council
to fully incorporate the private sector into
the SPP process.”
The government defines this as a “process”
in which governmental departments are free to
move ahead without spending authorizations,
without the vote of the people, without congressional mandate or authorization, without Constitutional authorization, and with Constitutional
prohibitions against performing such actions.
However, in a report written by Former Canadian
Prime Minster Paul Martin, who met with Bush
and Fox in Waco, TX on March 23, 2005, Martin
writes:
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“Thus, on March 23, President Bush, President
Fox and I signed the Security and Prosperity
Partnership of North America…” And what
is Canada’s motivation to do this? The Prime
Minister wrote: “Make no mistake: We are
in the midst of a major rebalancing of global
power. New nations are rising as military and
economic forces. Many established powers are
striving to maintain their influence through
regional integration and new alliances. In a
world of traditional and emerging giants, independent countries like Canada—countries
with small populations—risk being swept
aside, their influence diminished, their ability
to compete hampered. That may sound dramatic, but the stakes are that high.”
The stakes are high; and in order to survive, in
his estimation, they must move forward with this
plan. Also notice that he stated the three “signed”
the SPP. Why does our government state that
nothing was signed? What are they afraid to tell
us about?
Martin went on to say: “It is a partnership that
respects the past but is devoted to building for the
future, to ensuring that we as North Americans
are able to continue to thrive in a world in which
China and India have emerged as economic giants.”
Throughout his presentation, he spoke often
of Canadian needs and the Canadian people; but
after talking of the SPP, he now refers to them as
North Americans--a subtle yet telling phrase of
his commitment to building a new North America.
Think back over the past two years of President
Bush’s administration and you may recall similar
rhetoric.
The problem isn’t just the government doing what it should not, it is the other branches
of government, and the people, doing absolutely
nothing to stop it. It is time to demand change;
and if our government is unresponsive, it is our
right and duty to replace them, if not by the ballot,
then by whatever means available.
Michael LeMieux is a retired U.S. Army intelligence
and imagery analyst, and has served combat tours in
Kuwait and Afghanistan with the 19th Special Forces.
He is a Purple Heart recipient for injuries received in
Afghanistan. Mr. LeMieux is the author of Unalienable Rights and the denial of the U.S. Constitution,
published by Publish America and a regular writer
for Republic Magazine. You can contact Mr. LeMieux
via his website at www.constitutiondenied.com.
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The purpose of the European Union, and now the protrol of the global population, and once they agree upon
posed North American Union, is to expand the centrala plan, they publish it as the results of a “task force
ity of the global banking system, giving the banking
study” or “policy paper” or “report.” They then sit
elite even greater power and diminishing the ability
on the plan until they can find, or create, some
of individual nation states to control their own curpretext for implementing it, usually without the
rency. The intent of this proposed “union” is nothapproval of the populace. A good example of
ing more or less than a further centralization of
this is the report entitled Rebuilding America’s
global banking.
Defenses: Strategies, Forces, and Resources For
All component machinations of any society are
a New Century prepared by the Project for the
are guided by the ebb, flow, and availability of capiNew American Century in 2000 that became the
tal. If you would like to see a nation go to war, and you
framework for the post-911 usurpation of Ameriare a central banker, all you have to do is make capital
can freedoms and rush to the illegal war in Iraq.
available to finance it. If you need to have an adversary in
A plan for a North American Union has been conorder to stage your war, you finance them, too. If you would
cocted in a similar manner by another very influential think
like to own a higher percentage of the stock in a country, you cretank, the Council on Foreign Relations. They put together a task
ate a scarcity of capital, drive the markets down, and then selectively buy the
force report that was released in 2005 outlining the need for such a union,
shares up at the depressed prices, knowing all while who you will bail out, and entitled Building A North American Community. To quote the overview of their
who you won’t. You do this when too many “ordinary” people are building findings from the Council on Foreign Relations website: “The Council-sponsome modicum of wealth.
sored Task Force applauds the announced ‘Security and Prosperity Partnership
When you control the money, you also control the politicians, the only peo- of North America,’ but proposes a more ambitious vision of a new community
ple who have the legal, constitutional power to enforce the existing law of the by 2010 and specific recommendations on how to achieve it.” (Clearly, they fell
land and take back control of the currency. Through their appointments, you short of their 2010 goal, but they think big and stay patient.)
then control the courts, who would be the only entities that could be petitioned
Now the skeptic might say, alright, the Council on Foreign Relations wants
to address the illegality of the control of the currency by the central bankers.
to build this North American Union, but why do you say that has something to
When you control the currency, you completely dictate the course of a do with bankers, capital, and currency?
country on every level. Through fractional reserve lending you can finance any
We’re glad you asked.
enterprise that you want to and hold seats on their boards through proxies that
The Council on Foreign Relations began as a group of so-called scholars that
will make sure that these companies pursue aims that you approve of. Similarly, advised President Woodrow Wilson on potential postwar policy around 1917,
you can withhold financing from those entities that you want to suppress.
and one of them was banker Paul Warburg, who was in attendance on Jekyll
Now, this edition is about the push toward a North American Union, not Island when the Federal Reserve was concocted in 1910.
central banking, but any thinking person is going to ask why anyone would
The Council on Foreign Relations has always been run by bankers and their
want such a union, and the answer is that no citizen of any of these countries puppets. Here is a partial list of former and present members of the Council
would have any reason to favor of centralization of the currency. It would ben- (in no particular order): Warburg, John D. Rockefeller III, Nelson Rockefeller,
efit the bankers and the bankers alone.
Henry Kissinger, Henry Paulson, Paul Volcker, David Rockefeller, Alan GreensBut how do these plans get hatched in the first place? That is the realm of the pan, Robert Gates, Edgar Bronfman, Bill Clinton, George H.W. Bush, John
“think tanks.” Some are deemed conservative,
McCain, Hillary Clinton, Colin Powell, Zbigsome liberal, and others non-partisan, but they
niew Brzezinski, Dick Cheney, and the list
all share one common thread: they are
goes on and on.
financed by the central bankers. They
The current co-chairman of the
cook up dream scenarios that will result
Council on Foreign Relations is none
in more firmly entrenched central conother than Robert E. Rubin. Does
–––––––––––––––– By Gary Patrick Garry ––––––––––––––––

North American Union:
Global Elite Bide Their Time

The plan for a North American Union is based on the same old formula that is
best embodied by this infamous quote attributed to Mayer Amschel Rothschild:

“Give me control of a nation’s money and I care not who makes the laws.”
www.republicmagazine.com
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NAU: Global Elite Bide Their Time
anyone remember him?
Rubin was the Secretary of the United States Treasury under William Jefferson Clinton during both terms. Prior to that, he was on the board at Goldman Sachs, holding Co-Chairmanship from 1990-1992.
Timothy Geithner, the present Treasury Secretary, was the Under Secretary of the Treasury for International Affairs under Rubin and then Lawrence
Summers at Treasury between 1998 and 2001. Geithner left the post in 2002.
I bet you think he left to become head of the New York Fed, huh? Nope, that
came later. When he left the Treasury Department at that point he became a
Senior Fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations.
His next gig was as head of the New York Fed, where he got started in
October of 2003. He played a key role in the bank bailouts in 2008 while
still at the NY Fed and after he was named Treasury Secretary under the
current administration. A fun fact to consider: It was Geithner who orchestrated the bailout of Citibank in November of 2008, guaranteeing some $300
billion in toxicity on behalf of you and me. Guess what his former boss and
mentor, Robert Rubin was doing on that day? He was sitting on the Board
at Citigroup, who paid him over $120 million when his relatively brief stint
there ended in 2009. So, Geithner was the guy who decided to guarantee the
solvency of Rubin’s company. Right out in the open. Honest. That is what is
politely termed “access capitalism” at it very finest (and boldest).
One has to wonder why banking expertise is so valued in the formulation of
foreign policy. From an objective viewpoint, it would seem that understanding how to fix interest rates and selectively lend money that you don’t actually have would be a largely irrelevant talent within this milieu. Brainstorming
foreign policy should logically be the domain of a wide ranging compendium
of true experts representing well rounded fields of endeavor, people intent on
preserving the freedom for Americans to pursue life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness. Parading these suspects before us as though they are somehow
legitimately qualified to be the architects of our foreign policy is the height of
arrogance.
So today, as we sit here exploring the proposed North American Union,
and recognize that it is the brainchild of the Council on Foreign Relations,
and we consider the individuals who comprise the council, a pretty clear
picture emerges. The central bankers and their puppets have a plan, and no,
they weren’t able to implement it by 2010. But then again, the Project for the
New American Century couldn’t implement their “vision” until the tragic (for
some), convenient (for others) events of September 11, 2001.
Moral of the story: We all need to stay fiercely aware of the possibility of
another false flag event that is intended to enable this new plan for further
centralized control. The more prepared we are, and the more we openly discuss the possibility, the harder it will be for them to pull it off this time.
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A Nation in Decline
Many politicians are asking the question today: “Why are the American
People so angry?” The following may lend a clue to the clueless.

By Tom DeWeese

A

ccording to the annual “Index on Economic Freedom,” produced by
the Heritage Foundation, the United States now ranks 8th, just behind
Canada. That’s a drop of two full points since last year, and the largest drop
of all nations in overall economic freedom. .
The index ranking is based on 10 measures of economic openness,
regulatory efficiency, the rule of law, and competitiveness. The basic principles
of economic freedom emphasized in the index are individual empowerment,
equitable treatment and the promotion of competition.
According to the Heritage Index, the U.S. lost ground in seven of the
ten categories. Losses were particularly significant in the areas of financial
and monetary freedom and property rights. Driving it all were the massive
bailouts, government intervention in such things are the auto and banking
industries, and runaway environmental protection policies.
While the United States is among the “most declined” nations, Mexico
ranks among the “most improved.” The United States was once the bastion
of economic and personal freedom for its citizens, making it the wealthiest
economy and the highest standard of living in the world. Today, it has chosen
to abandon that model of freedom, instead seeking economic security through
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government programs and controls.
As a result, our nation stands on the edge of economic collapse; more than
10% of our people are out of work; costs are skyrocketing, and goods and
services are becoming harder to come by.
Socialism does not work. It robs the fruits of labor from one citizen to fill
the pockets of another. It kills incentive. It demoralizes industrious people.
And it leads to misery. Socialism combined with Fascist Corporatism (as in
the current trend toward Public/Private Partnerships) creates governmentsanctioned monopolies, giving the corporations the reins of power over
government at the expense of the people. That is the model America has
now chosen to follow.
The United States is on a path to destruction. In one year it’s dropped
two more points toward totalitarianism. The people feel the pain and are
furious about it. And yet, the Obama Administration still thinks the anger
and protests are just false products of the Republicans and Fox News.
Astonishing.
See the complete Economic Freedom Index at http://www.heritage.org/
index/
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Related legislation and how federal legislation regarding state driver’s licenses
pertains to the Security and Prosperity
Partnership (SPP), otherwise known as
the North American Union (NAU).
The Real ID Act 2005, PASS ID Act (Providing
for Additional Security in States’ Identification
Act of 2009-SB1261) and the REAL ID Repeal
and Identification Security Enhancement Act
of 2009 (HR3471) are all examples of legislation allowing the federal government to intrude
in the issuance of a state driver’s license.
There are many things that each of the
above pieces of legislation have in common.
However, of the three, only the Real ID Act
2005 has been signed into law.
On 11 May 2005 President Bush signed the
Real ID Act 2005 into law. There was little debate in the House of Representatives and no
debate in the Senate. Not one senator stood
opposed to the Real ID Act 2005. The Real ID
Act was attached to two other pieces of legislation - military spending and tsunami relief.
The Department of Transportation (DOT)
and the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) were directed to work together to implement federal guidelines/standards for state
driver’s licenses.
The Real ID Act 2005 did call for a non-negotiated rulemaking process. The DHS issued
the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in March
2007. Many groups opposed the non-negotiated rulemaking because they felt, among other
things, that privacy controls had been ignored.
The final rules for the Real ID Act were released in January 2008.
Today 26 states have opposed the Real ID
Act 2005 through law and resolution. The
original implementation date for the Real ID
Act 2005 was 11 May 2008. In May 2008 the
implementation date was extended until 31 December 2009.
There are over 600 groups that stand in opposition to the Real ID Act 2005. These groups
represent liberals, conservatives, and those
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that prefer not to be labeled. Both the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) and the American Center for Law and Justice (ACLJ) stand in
opposition to the Real ID Act. These two respected organizations came
together at the National Press Club in Washington D.C. to outline their
reasons for opposing the Real ID Act. The Electronic Privacy Information
Center (EPIC), OK-SAFE, Secure Arkansas, American Policy Center
and Rep. Charles Key of Oklahoma as well as Representative Sam Rohrer
of Pennsylvania also attended the event and stood in opposition to the
Real ID Act.
Among the many reasons cited for opposition were religious beliefs,
privacy concerns, information sharing and the use of biometrics.
It was apparent from the beginning that Real ID was in trouble. Senator
Akaka (D-HI) introduced the Identification Security Enhancement Act of
2007. This legislation called for the 2004 Intelligence Reform and Terrorist
Prevention Act, section 7212 to replace Title II of the Real ID Act. Title II
of the Real ID Act 2005 is the portion of the Real ID Act that pertains to
the standards for state driver’s licenses.
Senator Akaka’s legislation went nowhere. On June 15, 2009, Senator
Akaka introduced another bill to repeal Title II of the Real ID Act, the
PASS ID Act.
On July 15, 2009, the Homeland Security and Government Affairs
committee chaired by Senator Lieberman held a hearing titled “Reevaluating Real ID”. It was during this hearing that PASS ID was discussed.
Although committee staff people were telling interested parties that
there would be testimony opposing PASS ID heard, that was not the
case. Stuart Baker, formerly of DHS, did say he prefers Real ID but could
support PASS ID if modifications were made. Even after testimony was
given, committee staff people held to their story of opposing testimony
being given. Only after the testimony was available online did staff people
change their story. Senator Lieberman and his committee had successfully “hijacked” the process.
On July 29, 2009, PASS ID was passed out of committee. The PASS
ID Act has not yet been voted on by the full senate.
The PASS ID Act would amend title II of the Homeland Security Act
of 2002.
On July 31, 2009 Representative Cohen (D-TN) introduced the REAL
ID Repeal and Identification Security Enhancement Act of 2009. HR3471
repeals title II of the REAL ID Act of 2005 and re-institutes section 7212
of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004. Unlike
the Real ID Act 2005 and the PASS ID Act, HR3471 call for a negotiated
rulemaking process. A negotiated rulemaking process allows parties other
than just DHS to participate in the rules for HR3471. On September 14,
2009, HR3471 was referred to the Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.

Washington D.C., October 2009:

During my most recent trip to the capitol I had the opportunity to meet
with a few House and Senate subcommittee representatives. I also had
the opportunity to meet with one member of the Subcommittee on Imwww.republicmagazine.com

By Mark Lerner

migration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.
Finally, I did meet (for thirty minutes) with a senate chief of staff.
I was told, in no uncertain terms, that neither Democrats nor Republicans were interested in hearing any opposing testimony to the Real ID
Act, PASS ID Act or the REAL ID Repeal and Identification Security Enhancement Act of 2009. Senator Lieberman is not the only one guilty
of hijacking the “system.” No representation, no dissent and no right to
seek redress. It’s alright if a person or organization prefers one of the three
pieces of legislation, but if a person or group opposes all three they may
not testify.
I presented, on behalf of the Stop Real ID Coalition, what many state
lawmakers believe is a “workable alternative” to Real ID that does not
include federal intervention or the use of biometrics. Our alternative is
based primarily on authenticating and numbering all birth certificates.
There is a great deal of anxiety among members of Congress about
legislation that sets federal standards for state driver’s licenses. If there
were to be another terrorist event on U.S. soil facilitated by the use of
counterfeit driver’s licenses, Congress would surely be questioned about
why they did not respond quicker to the recommendations of the 9-11
Commission.
Under the provisions of the Real ID Act, and the rules associated with
it, states must meet 18 benchmarks in order to comply with Real ID standards. I attended the July 15, 2009 Senate hearing that Senator Lieberman held. Secretary Napolitano stated that not one state would meet all
18 benchmarks by December 31, 2009 (implementation date for Real ID).
Secretary Napolitano went on to add that if the PASS ID Act was not
passed and signed into law there would be long lines at federal facilities
and in airports because DHS would have no choice other than to start
implementing the Real ID Act 2005 on December 31, 2005. According to
Secretary Napolitano, DHS would have to subject everyone entering federal facilities or boarding commercial airliners to secondary inspections.
It is significant to know that Congress does have the ability to extend
the implementation date of Real ID. Also noteworthy is that all states
have moved towards creating driver’s licenses with a higher level of document integrity - a more secure driver’s license.

At the End of the Day

The Real ID Act 2005, PASS ID Act and the REAL ID Repeal and Identification Security Enhancement Act of 2009 are about perceived security,
not real security.
Earlier this year, DHS stated that their goal is to stop 29 percent of the
people and goods entering our country illegally through approved Customs Border Patrol checkpoints. This is not acceptable by any measure.
Our intelligence agencies allege that various Islamic “terrorist organizations” (and the more than 100,000 individuals affiliated with these groups
world-wide) pose a direct threat to national security. Hezbollah and Al-Qaeda alone have well over 100,000 members combined, and we do not know
who most of these people are. Real ID is not going to stop one of these
people from entering our country and committing an act of terrorism.
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Update: Real ID
As I stated earlier, all states have moved to create more secure driver’s
licenses. Federal law is not needed. The creation of new databases and the
linking of existing databases is a recipe for identity theft, which is the fastest
growing crime in the United States.
The federal government has placed as much attention on domestic terrorism as it does on groups such as Hezbollah and Al-Qaeda. In a Lexicon report
issued by DHS, it was suggested that groups and organizations on the left and
right should be considered potential domestic terrorism groups and organizations if they support third party candidates, environmental reform, evangelical beliefs, anti-war movements or many other causes. Roughly 80 percent of
all Americans could fit into one the categories listed in the Lexicon report.
One should ask: why is our government spending billions acquiring information about American citizens? And, why is the presumption of innocence
no longer a valued principle?

Biometrics

Biometric technology is based on measurements of a person’s body. Fingerprinting is the most commonly known form of biometrics. Facial recognition
technology is based on measurements between key characteristics of the
face, a process called “mapping the face.” Other forms of biometrics include,
but are not limited to, iris scans, handwriting, voice recognition and DNA.
Yes, DNA is considered a biometric.
Since 2001, facial recognition technology and closed circuit television cameras (also referred to as surveillance cameras) have been used simultaneously
in real time. Fans entering Raymond James stadium for the Super Bowl in
2001 had their facial images scanned and then analyzed according to a database containing biometric templates (facial images) of U.S. citizens with
outstanding arrest warrants. Facial recognition and CCTV have been widely
used since Sept. 11, 2001.
There is no federal law that prohibits the use of facial recognition and
CCTV simultaneously in real time. Since 2001, the DHS has spent hundreds
of millions of dollars on CCTV. The federal government has sponsored testing with facial recognition and CCTV.
The DHS stated in their Twenty Questions and Answers report, released
in March, 2007, that states were not required to collect any biometric data
they were not already collecting. What the DHS did not say is that they require all states to collect facial biometric samples of everyone who acquires a
state driver’s license. Identification card photos, when taken at the required
resolution, can be used with biometric technology.
The DHS has been working on a computer software program called Project Hostile Intent (PHI). Not too long ago, the department changed the program name to Future Attribute Screening Technology (FAST). This software
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program is designed to recognize threats based on
the way people walk, behave and dress.

What is the big deal about biometrics?

One would think that everyone would choose to
live in a free society over a surveillance society.
It is the foremost responsibility of all citizens to
pass on to future generations the right, liberty and
freedom we each inherited.
A good deal of information is available that
documents the abuses of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act by the National Security
Agency. According to Russell Tice, a former NSA
analyst, the NSA listened in on Americans’ phone
calls, intercepted emails and monitored financial
transactions.

Speaking of international agencies and organizations, I would be remiss if I did not mention
the Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators.
The AAMVA proclaims on the homepage of their
website they are an international organization
that serves law enforcement and motor vehicle
administrators. The AAMVA was directly involved in the crafting of the Real ID Act 2005. In
the DHS-published final rules document for the
Real ID Act, the AAMVA was referred to as its
“hub” and “backbone.”
Licenses issued under Real ID, PASS ID or the

Identification Security Enhancement Act of 2009
would act as an international ID card that also utilizes facial recognition technology. The hub and
backbone for the three pieces of legislation would
be the AAMVA, an international organization, over
which the federal government has no jurisdiction.

The Security and Prosperity Partnership
and the North American Union

Currently, the United States and Canada are
participating in what is known as the AAMVA’s
Driver’s License Compact. This compact allows

Implementation of Real ID

There are two types of implementation control
methods: direct control and indirect control.
We see direct control in the Real ID Act. If a
person does not have a Real ID compliant driver’s license or an approved alternative, such as an E-Passport, that person won’t be allowed to enter federal
facilities, nuclear facilities, or to board commercial
flights. The Secretary of the DHS can add further
restrictions at his or her own discretion. Gun owners are among the groups that are expected to feel
the impact of the Real ID Act at some point.
Indirect control is gained through intimidation,
one example being surveillance. People that want
to attend town hall meetings, tea parties or other
public events are less likely to do so if they know
they are being watched.
Information is power. The federal government
is obtaining information about the American people. Personal information is being shared between
local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies,
as well as with foreign governments.
If agents from the DHS or the FBI photographed rallies or town hall meetings, the information acquired would be of little value unless they
could identify the people in the photographs. That
is where facial recognition comes in.
Under provisions of the Real ID Act, the PASS
ID Act and the REAL ID Repeal and Identification
Security Enhancement Act of 2009, facial recognition-compatible photographs will be required on
all state driver licenses. The Real ID Act 2005 already requires these high resolution photos.
The standard that the DHS has mandated is
the adopted standard for the International Civil
Aviation Organization, an agency of the United
Nations. The ICAO calls facial recognition the
“biometric of choice” for allowing informationgathering of unaware persons.
www.republicmagazine.com
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for the sharing of information from each DMV
member’s database.
Last year I had the opportunity to question Mr.
Williams, the Program Director of the Real ID Act
for DHS. It was interesting that he admitted he
did not understand biometrics. What was more
revealing was his statement that the federal government has no relationship with AAMVA. According to Director Williams, what the AAMVA
does is between the administration and individual
states. In reality the federal government does have
a relationship with AAMVA.
In 1994, when the North American Free Trade
Agreement was signed by President Clinton, the
AAMVA began consideration of what is called the
Driver’s License Agreement. The DLA calls for
Mexico to be included in the sharing of information
contained in DMV databases. Yes, people in Mexico would have indirect access to your personal
information contained in state DMV databases.
What you might find most objectionable is that
American tax dollars have been used to facilitate
the DLA. The Department of Transportation has
issued grant money to states, encouraging participation in the DLA.
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Real ID and other legislation are about
control and greed - not security!

The federal government is going to great lengths
to insure all Americans are enrolled into a single,
global biometric identification system.
As explained earlier, with the use of facial recognition, the government not only gains information about each person, but is also able to identify
each individual in public. There is also the issue of
indirect control through intimidation when citizens realize they are being identified with CCTV
and facial recognition.
“Your papers please” is a phrase that is referred
to when one is speaking about living in a totalitarian society. Facial recognition and CCTV are the
technological equivalent of asking for your papers.
The greed element of Real ID, PASS ID and the
REAL ID Repeal and Identification Security Enhancement Act of 2009 is just as devious as the
control element.
It does cost corporations a great deal of money
when people and goods are slowed at our borders.
What many multi-national corporations want
are seamless borders. Seamless borders allow for
people and goods to move across borders in a very
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expeditious manner. Time is money; if both people
and goods are thoroughly inspected at our borders
it would take quite a bit of time.
The Western Hemisphere Travel Initiative allows for state driver’s licenses to be used at border
crossings. These driver’s licenses are called Enhanced Driver’s Licenses. EDL’s utilize both RFID
technology and facial recognition. If that sounds
familiar, that’s because it should. E-Passports utilize the same technologies.
Dr. Katherine Albrecht (www.spychips.com)
has done incredible research on RFID technology.
She has elaborated on the health risks and the privacy consequences of using RFID technology.
Some states have elected to issue EDL’s. Secretary Napolitano is on record as saying she would
like all states to issue them.
With an EDL, a person does not have to physically hand their driver’s license to a border patrol
agent. The person simply flashes their EDL at a
RFID reader and then proceeds forward. It sounds
very convenient. EDL’s cost about half of what a
passport costs.
The fact is we are not thoroughly inspecting
the people and goods that enter our country. Keep
in mind that the DHS has a goal of intercepting
only 29 percent of the people and goods that enter
the country through border checkpoints.
The DLA, Real ID, PASS ID and the REAL ID
Repeal and Identification Security Enhancement
Act of 2009 all benefit multi-national corporations
by creating seamless borders that are not secure.
These seamless borders are good for many purposes, but not for security.
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The federal government believes that by making the cost of EDLs far less expensive than passports they will be more commonly used among the
population. There is nothing in the Real ID Act that
would forbid the requirement for driver’s licenses to
incorporate RFID technology and facial recognition
technology. Passports are purchased for around $7
each by the Government Printing Office, which
then sells them to the State Department for around
$15. The State Department then charges citizens
well over $100 for a passport. The question is why
doesn’t the State Department sell passports for or
at around the same cost of an EDL?

Now you have it, but what can you do?

Two information-rich websites are:
• www.stoprealidcoalition.com, and
• www.constitutionalalliance.org.
These organizations are working at the state
and federal levels to help protect the liberties and
freedoms of all Americans. They have written
legislation and worked with state lawmakers and
legislative attorneys to ensure that anti-Real ID
legislation was introduced, passed and signed into
law. They also work with national and state level
groups/organizations and ministries of different
affiliations to ensure that the legislation becomes
law. Both Stop Real ID Coalition and the Constitutional Alliance are trans-partisan organizations
that include state lawmakers, national and state
level organizations/groups and private citizens.
This year the Stop Real ID Coalition will offer state legislation that would prohibit the use of
biometrics and RFID technology. In addition, they
have legislation prepared that prohibits a state
from participating in the DLA. We also address
the issue of maintaining social security numbers in
DMV databases. It doesn’t end there; also in play
is a legislation that would wipe existing biometric
information and SSN’s from DMV databases.

Conclusion

If Americans are to live in a free society we must be
willing to accept some risk. We do not need police
on every block or surveillance of phone calls and
emails. Every elected leader talks about protecting
Americans’ way of life. They all talk about protecting our rights and freedom. The more lawmakers
keep legislating about the rights contained in the Bill
of Rights the more our rights become privileges.
We are facing an uphill battle. We were right
when we said the federal government would attempt to fool us by dressing the wolf in sheep’s
clothing. We see that in the PASS ID Act and
REAL ID Repeal and Identification Security Enhancement Act of 2009. Both would repeal Title
www.republicmagazine.com
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II of the Real ID Act but replace it with equally
egregious legislation.
The First, Fourth and Tenth Amendments are
all under attack. The Second Amendment is not
far behind. Our national sovereignty is also under
attack. International organizations such as the
AAMVA and the ICAO dot not have the U.S.’s
best interests as their priority.
There are three fundamental questions that
each American must ask: Do we want to live in a
surveillance society or a free society? Do we want
government to control the people, or the people
to control the government? Do we want interna-

tional organizations and multi-national corporations to have more influence over our policies and
laws than states and citizens?
From what I am led to believe the PASS ID legislation and the REAL ID Repeal and Identification
Security Enhancement Act of 2009 will most likely
not be moved through Congress until after the start
of 2010. I am not so confidant. I believe PASS ID will
move through the Senate and go to the House this
year. Congress will surely extend the implementation date for Real ID until sometime early next year
if no legislation is passed and signed into law that
would replace Title II of the Real ID Act 2005.

Every day that goes by is another day that
the federal government is considering legislation
that further entrenches us in a surveillance society. The Department of Defense is working on a
number of programs that would use technology
to make assessments about each of us. One such
program utilizes sensors to analyze whether our
perspiration levels indicate we are more or less
likely to present a threat.
If you have any doubt about just how far the
government is willing to go, know that the California Department of Justice has a PowerPoint
presentation in which there are a number of goals
identified. Goals 8 and 9 call for hand held biometric devices used to capture facial images. This
is more effective in some ways than relying on
CCTV. Views of people can be restricted in large
gatherings when using CCTV.
China uses CCTV and facial recognition to
identify dissidents. In the United Kingdom the
average person in London is caught by CCTV on
average 300 times a day.
We have all witnessed the abuses of power by
DHS, the CIA, the NSA and the FBI. We must
realize that the threat of the abuse of power is just
as real as any threat from Islamic terrorists.
We must stop considering each piece of legislation based on its own merit. We must look at the
totality of all the laws that are enacted. We also
must consider the potential advances of technology when we pass laws that allow for the use of
technologies.
Freedom isn’t free. Millions of Americans have
died protecting our freedom. A few minutes
of your time can yield a lifetime of freedom. It
does not take long to call your state and national
elected leaders. Let them know you oppose Real
ID and any other legislation that allows the federal government to set standards for state driver’s
licenses. Also let them know you oppose biometric enrollment, RFID technology, participation in
AAMVA’s DLA and the unnecessary retention of
SSN’s in state DMV databases.
The fate of the country is in your hands. Do not
depend on others to protect your freedom. Do it
for your children and grandchildren who cannot
yet speak for themselves. We have saddled them
with our debt and now we are allowing the federal
government complete control over them. The government is not failing. We, the citizens, are failing.
It is past time to take back our county. There
are no spectators. Everyone is a participant. You
are either with freedom or with tyranny.
Mark Lerner is the Co-Founder Stop Real ID Coalition and the Constitutional Alliance.
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Understanding the Enemy
by George Shepherd

“A nation of well-informed men who have been taught to know
and prize the rights which God has given them cannot be enslaved.
It is in the region of ignorance that tyranny begins.”
“He that lives upon hope will die fasting.” -- Benjamin Franklin
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gnorance is truly bliss, but only to the truly ignorant. The framers of the
constitution knew firsthand the weight of the yolk of tyranny and oppression. They wrote into existence a place for freedom to flourish and
reign eternal, but they knew that if left unchecked the intoxicating power to
shape the destiny of the masses would inevitably corrupt the most humble
and honest soul.
In light of our recent political shift toward socialism, the depth of foresight and intelligence exhibited in the many quotes of the founders shows
that the future can be as predictable as a broken record. The same injustices
that led to the liberation of the colonies are upon us again, and revolution is
once more on the lips and written in the hearts of the patriots of the next
American renaissance.
While it can be easy to get depressed about the tumultuous times that
follow the oppression of a free people, history has also proven with absolute predictability that liberation is born from this cycle. And this liberation
brings to the surface the best and worst of humanity.
Regardless of the seemingly coincidental nature of things, don’t think for a
second that what is happening in America and around the globe politically is
by chance. There is no conspiracy and no theory, there is only the patience,
perseverance and planning of a small elite group set on destroying free will
and replacing it with a fascist control grid. The same families that have held
the world’s power for centuries have learned from the past mistakes of haste
and arrogance that tyranny and liberation is a cyclical creature that cannot
be separated. Their only goal is to extend the length of time that their tyrannical rule lasts. Through trial and error they have grown exceedingly good at
planning and executing the oppression of humanity.
They have discovered that there can never be a permanent environment
where they can rule supreme out in the open, as demigods by self-ordained
divine right. However, they have created a perfect system that plays on
hope, controversy and ego to achieve a permanent system of control in
which rule is achieved through ignorance, poverty and greed.
When presented with the choice, most choose to take the blue pill and
slip comfortably back into the warm embrace of the security of our Big
Brother and late-night comedic talk shows. But there is a portion of those
who, when faced with that choice, cannot go back to the numbing, technicolor reruns of the psychological program of servitude. An invisible prison
that you are born into, one that may even be called home and is seemingly
comfortable, is by definitions still a prison.
To more accurately describe the current events and their relevance to
our discussion, we must look at the factors that have disrupted the elite’s
agenda of total world domination in the past. There have and will always
be rivalries for ultimate power even among the families that have long held
rule. While they have worked together to accumulate wealth, strength and
power, they have all fallen victim to the same human tendencies that they
exploit to remain in control today.
What is the genesis of these rivalries? It is their separation as ruling families of specific territories that have been given labels: Canadian, German,
Russian, Chinese, English, etc. They have become defined as distinct from
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one another by the geographic, ethnic, cultural
and religious differences between them, even as
they collectively share in the succulent taste of
political power.
Until recently these feuding families were each
individually determined to seek world domination
through deceit and the imposition of military force
against one another. But a new world order is now
being created to eliminate all borders, political divisions and ethnic diversity resulting in one world government, one currency and one enemy... freedom!
This battle has already begun, and it rages in the
minds of every earthly inhabitant by means of illusion, medication and neural-linguistic programming.
The famous Sun Tzu in The Art of War wrote
these interesting quotes that, when examined
from a contemporary perspective, provide much
insight into the minds of the enemy:
“All war is deception.” “Supreme excellence
consists in breaking the enemy’s resistance
without fighting.” “It is only one who is thoroughly acquainted with the evils of war that
can thoroughly understand the profitable way
of carrying it on.” “The enemy’s spies who have
come to spy on us must be sought out, tempted
with bribes, led away and comfortably housed.
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Thus they will become double agents and
available for our service.”
These quotes read as though they have been
taken verbatim from the tactical plans of our politicians. Whether they know their involvement in the
elitist plot for domination or not, they are nonetheless participating in the greatest coup in history.
If you think all of this is a bit far-fetched, look
at the history of how governments have reacted
to threats to their power. Free thinking people are
a dangerous lot. They have radical ideas such as
personal liberty and self-governance.
The battlefield has been chosen and the pawns
have been put into play. The enemy is already on
the field awaiting our arrival. We are at a disadvantage unless we give the enemy something they
aren’t expecting...
I’ll leave you with this quote and say that the
battle must be won before we begin to fight.
“If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need
not fear the result of a hundred battles. If you know
yourself but not the enemy, for every victory gained
you will also suffer a defeat. If you know neither the
enemy nor yourself, you will succumb in every battle.”
—Sun Tzu
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S. 416
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
(As introduced in South Carolina)
REQUESTING THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES TO WITHDRAW THE
UNITED STATES FROM THE SECURITY AND PROSPERITY PARTNERSHIP OF
NORTH AMERICA AND ANY OTHER ACTIVITY THAT SEEKS TO CREATE A NORTH
AMERICAN UNION, AND REQUESTING THE CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION OF
SOUTH CAROLINA TO WORK TO WITHDRAW THE UNITED STATES FROM THE
SECURITY AND PROSPERITY PARTNERSHIP OF NORTH AMERICA AND ANY
OTHER ACTIVITY THAT SEEKS TO CREATE A NORTH AMERICAN UNION.
Whereas, the United States established the Security and Prosperity Partnership of North America
with Mexico and Canada on March 23, 2005; and
Whereas, the executive branch expressed a desire for a union of the United States, Canada, and
Mexico based on free trade and a commitment to markets, democracy, transparency, and the rule
of law; and
Whereas, the gradual creation of a North American Union from the merger of the United States,
Mexico, and Canada would be a direct threat to the constitution and national independence of the
United States, and also implies an eventual dissolution of the national borders within North
America; and
Whereas, the trilateral partnership to develop a North American Union has never been presented
to the United States Congress as an agreement or treaty, and has virtually no congressional
oversight; and
Whereas, state and local governments throughout the United States would be negatively
impacted by the Security and Prosperity Partnership of North America/North American Union
process, including its “open borders” vision, eminent domain takings of private property along
the planned NAFTA superhighways, and increased law enforcement challenges along the
planned NAFTA superhighways. Now, therefore,
Be it resolved by the Senate, the House of Representatives concurring:
That the members of the United States Congress, and in particular the members of the South
Carolina Congressional delegation, support, work to pass, and vote for legislation withdrawing
the United States from any further participation in the Security and Prosperity Partnership of
North America and any other bilateral or multilateral activity that seeks to advance, authorize, or
promote the creation of a structure to accomplish any form of North American Union as
described herein.
Be it further resolved that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the United States Senate, the
United States House of Representatives, and to each member of the South Carolina delegation.
Authored by Aaron Bollinger
www.republicmagazine.com
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The NAFTA Superhighway:
Where the End of the Road Begins
							 T

heir vision is straight forward enough: the creation of an international freeway

and railroad system through the United States, starting in Mexico’s Pacific ports, across the border into Texas, up through the Midwest, and on into Canada.
Their intention is to build up the country’s transportation infrastructure in order to maximize their ability to take advantage of loose trade conditions created by
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA); thereby furthering the globalist agenda to tear down American borders, diminish national sovereignty,
and export U.S. jobs. It’s called the NAFTA Superhighway, and it’s on its way right now.
Also known as the Trans-Texas Corridor, the “superhighway,” launched in
2002 by Texas Governor Steve Perry, was to be 1,400 miles long and 1,200
feet wide, and include freeways, railroads, light rail, and utility lines - all at an
estimated cost of $175 billion. To help pay this bill, the Texas government signed
a contract with Cintra, a private corporation headquartered in Spain. Cintra
would help provide the money to build up front in exchange for revenue from
toll booths, which were to be built all along the corridor. In other words, Texans
would ultimately be the ones paying for the highway. To further the outrage,
much of the land the corridor would be built on would have to be seized by
TxDOT and Cintra from individual citizens and small businesses using eminent
domain. The amount of land that would be taken is estimated to be in the hundreds of thousands of acres. The Texas government wants to steal land from
hard-working American citizens and give it to a private company, who would
send the profit they make off the Texan people back to Spain.
Texans fought back, organizing at a grassroots level to let their righteous
indignation be known. Protests were organized. Activist groups were formed,
like CorridorWatch.org, created in 2004 by Linda and David Stall, a couple
from Fayetteville, Texas. The Stalls managed to bring over 10,000 members
into the ranks of the cause by 2006. They traveled the state raising awareness
and speaking out.
The affected communities along the path of the proposed corridor were also
very influential in forcing the state government to listen. Under Texas law, state
agencies are required to coordinate with local planning commissions when
building in their jurisdictions. Local organizers used this provision to organize
over a dozen “391 Commissions” (named after the statute that allows for their
creation) to fight construction in their respective areas.
Texans have proven yet again that you “Don’t mess with Texas.” Many of
the activist websites include the threatening motto “Come and Take It,” the
implication being “if you dare.” It’s a reference to an event in Texas history, but
it’s also a motto that easily lends itself now to the threat of eminent domain.
In January 2009, TxDOT announced that the Trans-Texas Corridor was
dead, and was appearing to accept defeat, while in reality taking a more incremental approach: splintering what was one massive project into many smaller
projects. It was a transparent charade intended to deflect public outrage and
to whitewash a hopelessly destructive project. The TTC was renamed the
“innovative connectivity plan” and, altering a few of the details, changed exactly nothing substantive. Plans to expand transportation infrastructure from
the Mexican border to the Oklahoma border continue unabated, including the
Cintra contract to build for-profit toll roads. Texans, not easily fooled, are still
fighting mad.
North America’s SuperCorridor Coalition or NASCO, a government-fund-

ed organization dedicated to developing a commercial thoroughfare through
the heart of the continent, continues to push for other, smaller-scale upgrades
along the route of the NAFTA Superhighway as well. The upgrades would allow easier access to the American heartland for foreign business interests.
Here’s an example of how NASCO’s big picture will work. A Chinese manufacturing company knows that they have an overwhelming advantage over
American competition because of how little they have to pay their workers.
They can produce their product for much less money than an American company, but they still have to worry about the expense of shipping it to the U.S. market. They have to send their product via freighters that have to be processed and
inspected upon arrival in Los Angeles or Long Beach, California, and then they
have to ship them over land across the width of the country. All of this inflates
their cost and decreases their profit, allowing the American companies to stay
competitive in the marketplace. Well, soon, thanks to NASCO, this Chinese
company will be able to ship its wares to much cheaper ports in Mexico and then
send them via train and truck straight into the heart of the U.S. without duty.
Easier, faster, cheaper. The Chinese company can now undercut its American
competition and steal more jobs away from American workers.
And our tax dollars are paying for it.
So why would the United States government choose to fund such a large
project that is so obviously detrimental to the country? There are two primary
explanations.
The first is that there would be a few very influential winners from the continued construction of the Superhighway. Large American corporations who
aren’t interested in creating and maintaining jobs for their fellow Americans
could continue to ship even more jobs to our Mexican neighbors who work for
less money and thereby keep more profit in said corporation’s coffers. So, the
very richest get even richer and the working class becomes the jobless class.
These corporations don’t care if you and your family are unemployed and living
in poverty. All they care about is amassing wealth for themselves.
For the second possible explanation, we turn to Congressman Ron Paul,
speaking while running for president in 2008. During a Republican primary
election debate, he was asked about the NAFTA Superhighway. As part of
his answer, Paul explained, “This is an ideological battle. Some of us believe
in globalism, others of us believe in national sovereignty. There is a move on
toward a North American Union, just like early on there was a move on toward
a European Union.”
What he’s saying is that there is an element within the government that has
a vested interest in seeing through the continued consolidation and integration
of the three NAFTA member states, undermining our nation’s sovereignty. As
we’ve already seen with the European Union, when a supranational organiza-
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tion is created, the law of that organization begins to supersede the laws of
the individual countries. So if a North American Union were formed, its laws
would supersede the Constitution. NAU could strip us of the rights guaranteed
us in the Bill of Rights.
The process reached a new level of legitimacy in 2005 when the heads of
state of the three countries, Paul Martin of Canada, Vincente Fox of Mexico,
and George W. Bush met in Waco, Texas to form what they called the Security
and Prosperity Partnership of North America (SPP), an organization believed
to be the first step toward the formation of the NAU. It’s a governmental sister
organization to the trade-oriented NAFTA.
The comparison to the formation of the European Union is easy to draw. It
began with trade treaties like the European Economic Community (much like
NAFTA) and then proceeded with the formation of governmental organizations to oversee the treaties called the European Communities (like the SPP).
If we continue to follow the EU model, the next step would be our version of
their Schengen Treaty, which effectively erased borders; this would be followed
by the formal declaration of a union, and then the adoption of a common currency like the Euro.
The direction and momentum are in the globalists’ favor, and the Superhighway is a very important cog in the wheel that is fueling that momentum. But,
there is no NAFTA Superhighway, they say. The government claims, over and
over, that there are no plans in place to build a new freeway through the middle
of the country connecting Canada and Mexico. Well, whether they build an
entirely new freeway or utilize and expand upon existing roads is immaterial.
The principle, and problem, remains the same.
The problem of ceding U.S. sovereignty is well illustrated by another, less
known trade corridor, called CANAMEX, a series of highways and railroads
that run through western Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Utah, Idaho, Montana,
and then up into Alberta, Canada. The CANAMEX organization (which can
be found at canamex.org) dictates that the highways along the entire length
of the corridor must be at least four lanes wide, a provision that US 93, which
crosses the Hoover Dam, was unable to comply with because it would not be
feasible to resize the entire dam. So, a new leg of Highway 93 was built that
bypassed the Hoover Dam, to the tune of $200 million.
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That’s $200 million of taxpayers’ money to improve Mexico’s ability to make
its goods and the goods of other foreign countries easily and inexpensively accessible to the American consumer.
The Alberta Transportation Department (according to their website at
transportation.alberta.ca) has further plans to influence local governments
along the corridor into changing their truck weight standards, a pretty audacious tact considering they have no business affecting change in U.S. legislation
on any level.
As Ron Paul said in his “Texas Straight Talk” column on the subject of the
Superhighway, “The real issue is national sovereignty. Once again, decisions
that affect millions of Americans are not being made by those Americans themselves, or even by their elected representatives in Congress. Instead, a handful
of elites use their government connections to bypass national legislatures and
ignore our Constitution--which expressly grants Congress the sole authority to
regulate international trade.”
Dr. Paul is one of the few elected officials to speak out about the Superhighway, but he is not alone. Former Congressman Virgil Goode of Virginia, along
with about 30 co-sponsors, introduced legislation to block the construction of
the NAFTA Superhighway and the subsequent formation of the North American Union in the House of Representatives, but the bill was blocked while in
committee.
The problem is clear but the solution is certainly less so. We can take the
lead of the patriots in Texas and fight construction when it nears our own communities. But this problem affects all of us, not just those along the NASCO
corridor. No matter where you live, you could lose your job as a result of the
NAFTA Superhighway, and no matter where you live you will lose your Constitutional rights. The entire country would lose its national identity. That’s why
it’s important for all of us to be vocal in spreading the word to our friends and
neighbors, electing politicians who are aware of the problems our country is
facing from people and corporations who wish to destroy what we hold sacred,
and telling those politicians who don’t understand to figure it out or get out of
office. Our actions now could determine the fate of our country. The citizens
of Texas have struck the first blow in fighting the NAFTA Superhighway, but
the fight, even in Texas, is just beginning.
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America’s Growing Surveillance Society
By PA State Representative Sam Rohrer
The following is the dramatic presentation by PA State Representative Sam
Rohrer given to the recent Freedom
21 national conference in Oklahoma.
Rep. Rohrer is one of the nation’s leading experts on the dangers of biometric
surveillance and intimidation. He issues
the warning that government by surveillance intimidation is the threat that all
Americans face. I hope you will heed it!
—Tom DeWeese
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Since I addressed this convention last year about
the same topic, much has changed while much
has also remained the same. First, let me offer my
congratulations and thanks to so many of you who
have faithfully fought the good fight for freedom and
against the dangerous provisions of REAL ID. Thousands of hours have been spent resisting REAL ID
and all it represents, and I stand before you now to
say that those hours have not been spent in vain. In
all, legislative bodies in twenty-six states have spoken out against this government power grab.
Such a stunning reaction against federal legislation would not have been possible without the hard
work of many in this room and many at this conference. Yet, while battles have been won, the war has
not. Today I’d like to provide an overview of where
the REAL ID issue stands currently. Most of you
probably know the problems associated with REAL
ID and may have even heard my speech on this topic
last year. (The DeWeese Report, Volume 14, Issue
9 - September 2008) My presentation this year has
been geared as a continuation of what I presented
last year. First, I will set the philosophical stage
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that underlies much of the thinking behind REAL
ID and similar ideas. Next, I will briefly discuss fusion centers and their role in the coming American
surveillance society. From that point, I will focus on
the 2009 version of REAL ID and discuss a range of
related issues, pointing out significant threats to our
personal privacy and security along the way. I will
close by offering my thoughts about the next steps
we should each take in resisting REAL ID.

Preventive Detention

Let me start with this question: “Why is it that
honest, law-abiding civilians are so worried about
the federal government increasing its knowledge
of citizens and their activities?” After all, if you’ve
done nothing wrong, you’ve nothing to worry about,
right? - WRONG! Under true justice, this statement
would be fairly accurate, but it no longer is. A basic
reason is that the law enforcement and the terrorism
fighting community have wholeheartedly embraced
a new and dangerous operating philosophy. Now
the focus of the law enforcement community has
changed to crime and terrorism prevention through
the use of massive amounts of intelligence. In fact,
on May 21 of this year, a New York Times story noted, “President Obama told human rights advocates
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at the White House...that he was mulling the need for a ‘preventive detention’ system that would establish a legal basis for
the United States to incarcerate terrorism suspects who are
deemed a threat to national security but cannot be tried.”
This startling statement should stop us in our tracks – preventive detention? What happened to the Constitution and its
protections? You mean looking inside someone’s head or heart
and incarcerating him because someone thinks he might commit a crime in the future? Would this “preventive detention”
apply to Americans accused of being right-wing extremists?
This emerging philosophy is known as “Intelligence-led Policing.” Most proponents of this philosophy have come to believe
that the more that is known about all people in general, the
greater the chance to catch the criminal or terrorist at large in
the community before he commits his act of terrorism or crime.
In essence, cast the net broadly. Let me clearly state that I believe the causes of crime and terrorism should be a matter of focus. However, I equally – and just as strongly – believe that law
enforcement and intelligence goals must be balanced with the
Constitutional rights of American citizens. Granting government in any form, including police, too much authority will turn
America into a police state where citizens are stripped of their
constitutional rights and a presumption of guilt is established.
Focusing on the principle of individual autonomy derived from
God-given rights, our Founders and subsequent court decisions
established and confirmed this historic balance by agreeing that
citizens must be presumed innocent until proven guilty “beyond
reasonable doubt.” The danger with the “Intelligence-led Policing” view is that, without the protection of this proper balance,
the basic right of the presumption of innocence is destroyed,
and with it our freedom. Because, once this foundational concept is discarded,
like falling dominoes in a row, other major changes begin. The entire mindset
in Washington has developed into a philosophy which advocates nearly total
government knowledge of all citizens’ information.

Fusion Centers and the Web of Intimidation

Such a transformation has been crystallized within the law enforcement community in the form of “fusion centers” and how they have operated in the
years following 9/11. These amorphous institutions were created to simplify
information transfer between local, state, and federal officials. In fact, the official Fusion Center Guidelines state: “The principal role of the fusion center is
to compile, analyze, and disseminate criminal/terrorist information and intelligence . . . to support efforts to anticipate, identify, prevent,
and/or monitor criminal/terrorist activity. You can easily spot
the “Intelligence-led Policing” and “preventive detention” philosophies underpinning those guidelines, but more to my point
is what these fusion centers have produced. The Missouri Information and Analysis Fusion Center produced a document
with which you may be familiar in February of this year called
“The Modern Militia Movement.”This report, allegedly aimed
to inform law enforcement officials throughout Missouri, actually linked militia members with supporters of third party
political candidates Ron Paul, Bob Barr, and others. This document smeared all supporters of those candidates as potentially
dangerous militia members who might incite violence against
law enforcement officers or government officials. Another report issued by a Virginia Fusion Center noted that dangerous
www.republicmagazine.com

student radicalization could occur at colleges and universities, specifically two
“Historically Black Colleges” and “Regent University, a private, evangelical
Christian institution.” Both of these fusion center reports illustrate the danger of unbalanced “Intelligence-led Policing” and show more importantly why
even those who do nothing wrong should be very worried when government
has expansive knowledge and control. Should your daughter or granddaughter
attending law school at Regent University have fewer rights because she chose
a school based on its conservative religious beliefs? A centralized and topheavy drive to prevent crime can easily result in such Constitutional violations.
Once these fundamental changes from assumed innocence to assumed guilt
and law enforcement to preventative detention occur, freedom gives way to a
surveillance society mentality, and the operational problems of fusion centers.
But significant changes have occurred in other federal government initiatives
which advance the surveillance society in America.

Keep Smiling or You May Be Locked Up

The first of these initiatives is nicknamed FAST (Future Attribute Screening
Technology). This technology uses an array of sensors to measure physiological characteristics such as heart rate, breathing rate, facial expressions, and pupil dilation to determine whether or not a person intends to commit a crime.
The Department of Homeland Security plans to implement this technology
in airports and at major event locations. Again, you can see the emphasis on
prevention underlying this massive privacy violation. People’s heart rates climb
and pupils dilate for a multitude of reasons. The real effect will be a massive
loss of freedom as innocent Americans are detained for wearing the wrong
facial expressions or showing nervousness about flying.
A second initiative is Enhanced Driver’s Licenses (or EDLs). This is another
portion of the federal government initiative built on Real ID which drastically
increases federal government knowledge of everyday life. These new licenses
double as a passport with Mexico and Canada and contain an RFID chip that is
read when any border is crossed. However, the significant convenience for the
consumer is more than outweighed by the resulting privacy concerns.
As a recent Associated Press article noted, the RFID chips in Enhanced
Driver’s Licenses can be easily skimmed by someone holding a reader within
thirty feet or more of the license. As technology improves, these licenses will
be readable from a much greater distance. Currently four states and two Canadian provinces issue these licenses, but more states and provinces will likely
do so in the future. Enhanced driver’s licenses are another topic entirely, but
they serve to show increasing breadth of government knowledge and control
over American citizens.

PASS Act - Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing

Now let me turn to the key federal government initiative which drastically
increases government knowledge and control - the
“Providing for Additional Security in States’ Identification Act” (PASS ID). Influential players in the
federal government have switched horses and begun
promoting this act. Introduced June 15th and now out
of the Senate Homeland Security Committee, this
alternative allegedly corrects the abuses of REAL ID
while still improving overall security.
Be assured that this switch does not take me or anyone else who has studied this issue by surprise. REAL
ID was a poorly conceived and hastily passed bill – for
months we have known that it would be scrapped in
favor of PASS ID. Accordingly, I have studied PASS
ID and determined that it is no improvement. The
tactics have changed, even as the administration has
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changed, but the end result remains the same. Through PASS ID, the leaders
of the federal government will accrue to themselves unprecedented knowledge about and control over the American people. This license will enroll
Americans in a global system of biometric identification.
Predictably, the tactics have not changed. Senator Joseph Lieberman,
chairman of the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Government
Affairs, exercises vast control over hearings in that committee, including the
committee hearing about PASS ID.
When determining which experts would be allowed to testify in committee
about PASS ID, just recently on July 15th, he refused to allow anyone opposed
to PASS ID to testify. All those testifying represented organizations which
supported either PASS ID or REAL ID.
There was no debate on whether the federal government should mandate
regulations for state’s driver’s licenses - that premise was a foregone conclusion. The main question was what those regulations should look like. PASS ID
was written to eliminate enough objections from opponents of REAL ID to
ensure that federal regulations would be imposed on the states. Not surprisingly, PASS ID was just recently voted out of committee.
We also learn that both the National Governors Association (NGA) and
the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) both support PASS
ID. Those organizations, which were opposed to REAL ID and should defend
state constitutions and individual freedom, now support PASS ID because
some cost concerns have been eliminated from the legislation, as if cost were
the primary concern. In fact, the more important privacy and Constitutional
concerns remain.
The blatant bias for PASS ID during the Senate committee hearings exhibits
the increasingly arrogant approach of many in the federal government. They
exercise extraordinary faith in the laws and regulations passed by Congress
to remedy security problems in each of the fifty states. As a seventeen-year
state legislator, believe me, I know the consequences of the federal government forcing solutions to complex problems upon the states. The solution will
always be too “broad-brushed” to be either effective or workable and will also
violate some aspect of the Constitution. The best solution to problems including state-issued drivers’ licenses simply must come from the states.
As I mentioned previously, PASS ID fails to improve REAL ID. In fact, it
keeps the most egregious portions of REAL ID intact.
First, PASS ID allows the federal government to regulate a traditionally
state-determined process, in violation of the Ninth and Tenth Amendments
to the US Constitution.
Second, Section 242 of PASS ID requires each state to “subject each person who submits an application for a driver’s license or identification card to
mandatory facial image capture.”
Third, PASS ID gives enormous power to the Secretary of Homeland Security. The language reads, “All authority to issue regulations, set standards,
and issue grants under this subtitle shall be carried out by the Secretary, in
consultation with the Secretary of Transportation and the States.”
These regulations, which should be granted a lengthy comment period during which time groups can point out problems with PASS ID, are supposed to
be finalized only nine months after the date the legislation passes. Additionally,
the traditional rule-making process will likely be circumvented, allowing for no
public comment about PASS ID regulations.
Fourth, six years after PASS ID regulations are issued, federal agencies will
be prohibited from allowing citizens to use non-compliant licenses for official
purposes. This is the same REAL ID tactic to force states into compliance. If
you read through PASS ID, you will note toward the end the following provi-
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sion, “Nothing in this section may be construed to—(1) authorize the creation
of a national database of driver’s license information; or (2) authorize States
direct access to the motor vehicle database of another State.”
This portion of the legislation is often trumpeted as an important privacy
protection but it offers nothing of the sort. The truth is, massive data sharing
goes on between states and the federal government on a daily basis already,
whether or not direct access is statutorily allowed. In fact fusion centers were
created for the purpose of facilitating information transfer between state, local, and federal government agencies. Creating a new national database would
be superfluous since in reality it already exists.
In an excellent article opposing PASS ID, the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) lists several further problems which bear repeating now.
First, the data collection and retention requirements raise significant privacy concerns. These requirements are nearly indistinguishable from the data
requirements of the REAL ID Act. As with REAL ID, the PASS ID data requirements will encourage and simplify the identity theft process.
Second, PASS ID requires no physical security protections for the machine
readable zone (MRZ) on the back of the license, only the promise of prosecution
after someone steals that information. This machine-readable zone will provide
identity thieves with a barcode scanner easy access to your personal data.

Cameras, Cameras Everywhere

Finally, the massive amount of information collected and stored as a result of
PASS ID will provide government with the use of large amounts of personal
data – “achieving the effect of a national database.”
Of major impact is that facial recognition technology, the biometric portion
of REAL ID also mandated by PASS ID, can be used to track people in real
time, through networks of surveillance cameras linked to databases containing facial recognition templates. Proof for that statement comes from a 2003
Carnegie-Mellon University study, the introduction of which declares, “In the
context of sharing video surveillance data, a significant threat to privacy is face
recognition software, which can automatically identify known people, such as
from a database of drivers’ license photos, and thereby track people regardless
of suspicion.”
The private commercial sector is already using facial recognition technology in conjunction with surveillance cameras. 3VR is a leading company which
markets such technology. According to the 3VR website, this technology can:
“capture, index and catalog Facial Images; track suspects using face similarity search; build, manage and share watch lists of faces; receive notifications
when the system recognizes a watch list individual; and maximize hard drive
space by saving video and images associated with face events for longer.”
According to a January 2008 Popular Mechanics article, “Twelve bank
companies employ 3VR systems at numerous locations, which build a facial
template for every single person that enters any branch.”
Few people probably realize what is happening when they enter a bank with
such a system in place. But such a system controlled by governments and potentially operating world-wide is the direction this technology is headed.
An extensive surveillance camera network capable of tracking people has
already spread across the country.
According to the same Popular Mechanics article, an estimated 30 million
surveillance cameras pepper areas across the nation, from tiny Dillingham,
Alaska (population 2,400) to New York City with its multiple thousands of
cameras. A few cities – like Brookline, NH – have refused the cameras, but
most areas of the country have installed them.
Exactly how advanced are these surveillance cameras?
Well, according to a Chicago Sun-Times article, new cameras being installed in Chicago are so advanced they can rotate independently and “pick up
a face in a crowd six blocks away.”
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Certain ultra-long range surveillance cameras are advertised online as being
able to precisely identify a human more than 3.5 miles away!

Government By Intimidation

Again, many people assume that as long as they are not criminals, they have
nothing to fear. Again, not true – as I have said, the whole mindset in Washington
has changed. Just watch as more of these privacy invading, freedom destroying
programs are pushed through in the future. Imagine the consequences of a police force using real time surveillance cameras to determine the identity of participants at a rally opposing some government policy. Imagine being questioned
for completely legal behavior that only looked suspicious on the surveillance
camera. As American citizens, we have been guaranteed the First Amendment
“right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances.” I believe that such knowledge and power already
infringe on this basic right. American citizens also have a clear expectation of privacy implicit in the Fourth Amendment – “The right of the people to be secure
in their persons...shall not be violated.” Surveillance cameras operated by law
enforcement officials have already been documented abusing certain persons’
right to privacy and security of person. Also concerning, a Privacy International
report ranking privacy protections of countries around the world listed the US in
the worst group – among the United Kingdom, China, and Russia.

International Data Banks

You may wonder how the federal government could gain access to driver’s
license photos to make tracking people by surveillance camera possible. Currently, the Driver’s Privacy Protection Act (DPPA) makes information in state
DMV databases available to law enforcement and federal agencies. The network which facilitates this transfer of information is NLETS, the International
Justice and Public Safety Network, a not-for-profit organization owned and
run by the states.
According to the NLETS website, this information exchange system links
30,000 agencies, nearly 700,000 terminals, and over 1 million users. Additionally, NLETS “will soon allow users in the US to electronically access INTERPOL files in Lyon, France.”
In all, roughly 90 million messages are transacted each month.
A new NLETS initiative called the NLETS Interstate Sharing of Photos, or
NISP, allows all participating states to access driver’s license photographs from
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other states. This massive data-sharing between states and countries could
easily provide the infrastructure to allow the federal government to link the
facial recognition photo found in your state DMV database to a governmentsponsored surveillance camera network. Having INTERPOL connected to
the system opens the door to international surveillance.

You Are The Target

This developing surveillance society received a major push under the previous
administration. During those years, the National Security Administration was
given broad access to massive amounts of private telecommunications information via AT&T for the purpose of fighting the war on terror. Fighting terrorists is a good thing, but using an unconstitutional and invasive means to do
so, when it spreads the net to innocent citizens, certainly is not. This action,
however well-intentioned, left the door wide open for abuse of whomever the
current President deems a threat against the United States.
It seems like nearly every piece of legislation that comes out of Washington
these days involves some sort of information gathering on Americans. Even
the seemingly innocuous “Cash for Clunkers” program authorized the Federal
Government to take certain information from computers which logged on to
the Cars.gov website.
And, lest we forget, combine all these dangers with the recent positions
taken by the United States Department of Homeland Security. That government agency issued two startling documents earlier this year which you probably remember.
The first was called, “Rightwing Extremism: Current Economic and Political Climate Fueling Resurgence in Radicalization and Recruitment.” That
DHS report noted, “The possible passage of new restrictions on firearms and
the return of military veterans facing significant challenges reintegrating into
their communities could lead to the potential emergence of terrorist groups or
lone wolf extremists.”
Notice how military veterans and those who oppose further firearm restrictions are singled out as potential threats to the US.
Also notice how this DHS document defines “right-wing extremism:”
“Rightwing extremism in the United States can be broadly divided into those
groups, movements, and adherents that are primarily hate oriented...and
those that are mainly anti-government, rejecting federal authority in favor
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of state or local authority, or rejecting government authority entirely. It may
include groups and individuals that are dedicated to a single issue, such as
opposition to abortion or immigration.”
The second report issued by DHS was called the Domestic Extremism
Lexicon. This lexicon used a very broad brush to paint numerous groups as
extremist.
These groups include not only abortion opponents, but also such liberal
groups as animal rights activists, anti-war protesters, and environmental activists. Even the White House has begun calling those in opposition to the
President’s socialized medicine agenda “mobs” who use “scare tactics.” These
dangerous definitions point out the increasing danger to both the left and right
of a government that is growing ever larger and more intrusive.

Fighting Back

Even to the more casual observer, it is increasingly easy to see the direction in
which America is headed. Many people believe that more knowledge, control,
and surveillance equals more safety. They blindly assume that as long as they
do nothing wrong, they have nothing to fear. The trade-off that many do not
consider, and that is the reason I oppose REAL ID and PASS ID is the resulting
loss of freedom inherent in these ideas. Make no mistake, PASS ID is an attack
on freedom. It keeps the most onerous provisions of REAL ID and is a major
component of the massive surveillance society being set up in America and
around the world. So what can be done about it?
First, understand that these issues we’re discussing in this conference are
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The New American Tea Party Silver Round. 1 Troy Ounce
.999 Fine Silver. Get Yours Now at: www.TeaPartySilver.org.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
FREE, to lose up to a pound a day! New & 100%
Guaranteed. Try my all natural appetite suppressant FREE
for 90 days (90 Caps) & just pay S/H. Excellent mood
enhancer, balanced energy lift without jitters, & lose sugar
cravings. “So far, I’ve lost 24 pounds without dieting &
have no cravings for sugar”; Nancy. Feel Great, Lose the
Weight! It’s Magic! http://www.lightcats.FREEMagicDiet.
com; 949-200-7335 or 800-873-1620.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Buy gold now before the stimulus wipes you out:
1-800-225-3126.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Join the Free State Project and experience “Liberty
in Our Lifetime!” www.FreeStateProject.org.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Build Your Emergency Private Freeze Dried Food Reserve
with a 30-year shelf life, free shipping, confidential
consultation; www.HeartLandEmergency.com;
830-431-1776.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Bannertown Power & Light has supplied Quality
Reliable Remote Power Systems for over 30 years!
www.BannerTownPower.com; 518-857-9455.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Instantly Balance the Right & Left Hemispheres of the
Brain, Bringing the Body into Immediate Homeostasis
for Maximum Self-Healing Potential!: Hear message at:
712-432-9253; then: www.TeamOneWellness.com;
then: http://www.2ProsperWell.com;
then: 949-200-7335 or 1-800-873-1620.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
We Connect The Dots between seemingly unconnected
events to grasp The Big Picture: www.TheDotConnector.org.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Alternative News For Alternative Thinkers: www.
TheMicroEffect.com Permanent Total Debt Termination,
Credit Restoration, Asset Protection:
www.TheTopScore.com, 1-718-615-9123.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

issues that stem from anti-freedom philosophies. Many promoters of these
philosophies are aggressively pushing this nation toward fascism. We must be
just as committed and aggressive – the stakes are high.
Secondly, continue to educate yourself. Spend the time necessary to find
and read good, credible resources and always think for yourself rather than
accepting the opinion of another.
Thirdly, pass on what you learn to others. In this way, you can duplicate
your efforts, getting greater “return” on the time you have invested to stay
up-to-date and factual about current events.
Also, continue to support organizations such as the Stop REAL ID Coalition as they serve to enlarge our efforts by spending time we don’t have and
using expertise we don’t possess to achieve that common goal of defending
our liberties.
When our freedoms are at stake, inaction is the worst course of action. To
win this fight, we need each person to do as much as possible. The cameras
of a total surveillance society are moving ever closer. Without the American
people pushing back against these encroaching efforts of the federal government, we will wake up one day, in the not too distant future, wondering what
happened to the “land of the free and the home of the brave.”
Allow me to close with a quote from one of our Founding Fathers, Samuel
Adams: “The liberties of our country, the freedoms of our civil Constitution are
worth defending at all hazards; it is our duty to defend them against all attacks.
We have received them as a fair inheritance from our worthy ancestors. They purchased them for us with toil and danger and expense of treasure and blood. It will
bring a mark of everlasting infamy on the present generation—enlightened as it
is—if we should suffer them to be wrested from us by violence without a struggle,
or to be cheated out of them by the artifices of designing men.” —Samuel Adams
Again, thank you for inviting me to speak here. May God yet choose to
bless America!

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
The Truth About The IRS!: Call: 281-689-5956;
or www.CitizensForTruthInGovernment.org.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Get 7 FREE Lessons on Speed-Healing & Applied
Lymphology: www.IAL.org, 1-800-570-4229.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
The Whole Wellness Club: Dr. Miller’s Holy Tea Cleanses
the Colon from Top to Bottom; Cinnamon 6 for Continuous,
Sustained Energy & Balance of Sugar Level; Coral Complex
3 is the Most Advanced Mega-Mineral Supplement
Available: 949-200-7335 or 1-800-873-1620,
www.MagicSippers.com.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Conspiracy Science! The Anti-Matter Radio Show!
11am Eastern Weekdays with Jeffrey Grupp at:
www.AntimatterRadio.com.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Get The Definitive Catalog, FREE, With Over 1,000
Underground Resources Designed to Help You Take Your
Power Back!: 1-800-770-8802; www.ToolsForFreedom.com.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Are you feeling toxic and having digestive challenges?
Natural Enzymes may be needed to digest your food
properly. Get the information you want to make the
decision on which enzymes are the best & why & what
detox will change your condition and your life. “I got
rid of acid indigestion, burping, and bloating by taking
enzymes & drinking a pleasant tasting tea”; Nancy.
www.MagicSippers.com; 949-200-7335 or 1-800-889-7372.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
HEMP powder, seeds, & oil of highest naturally grown
quality: www.HempUSA.org.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
You Don’t Have To Lose Your Home: www.
HomeForclosureRemedies.com.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Create perfect health today with Vibrational Energy
Electro-Medicine: www.JCAU.com, 1-602-280-9069.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Breakthrough Wellness Technology Creating Wave of
Prosperity!: Hear recording at: 712-432-9253; then:
www.TeamOneWellness.com, www.2ProsperWell.com;
then: 949-200-7335 or 1-800-873-1620.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Don’t Tread On Me Radio Show with Big John Lipscomb:
www.DontTreadOnMe.TV.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Eclectic Blog with Unique Spicy Alternative Twist:
www.Aware.ME.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
The most powerful, versatile, effective, affordable
“Natural Health Kit”: www.NaturesPerfectSolution.net.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Zero Point Field Energy Has Now Arrived With Instant
Results! Be The First To Introduce A Self Care Revolution
In Your Area. Live The Life Others Only Dream Of.
Go To: www.ZeroPointResonance.com; Then Call Nancy
at: 949-200-7335 or 800-889-7372; or email her at:
planetnews8@gmail.com.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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